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PRACTICUM ABSTRACT

FACULTY VIEWS ON INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM
AT F31 WARD COMMUNITY count

In recent years especially there has been much controversy about

how best to accommodate the heterogeneous academic abilities of student

bodies, which have been ubiquitous in community colleges. In order to

ascertain faculty members' attitudes on this subject, a random sample

of instructors on the Central Campus of Broward Community College in

Fort Lauderdale, Florida were asked to complete two questionnaires con-

cerning their areas of community college instruction and curriculum; one

of the instruments was objective in nature, while the other required

written, in-depth responses.

Although a sizable minority of perhaps twenty-five percent of

the instructors appear to opt for still more radically innovative curric-

uluma and non-punitive grading, the majority indicate that the rate of

innovation should be reduced--at least for the immediate future. Many

of the latter responses point out that phenomena such as academic grade

inflation, erosion of academic standards and student achievement levels,

and too little emphasis on cognitive learning have to some degree been

the consequence of many so-called innovative programs which in the past

decade have not lived up to the promises of their optimistic and overly

zealous sponsors. Several respondents are even more vehement in their
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negative attitudes towards too mudh dependence on man of these programs.

It is not so much that, the respondents are opposed to innovations

per se. Indeed, changing times require new approaches in all areas of

human endeavor. It appears, rather, that these instructors would prefer

that innovative teaching and curriculum formats should be required to

prove themselves before their wholesale adoption.

While the sample employed in this study is admittedly' limited, it

does indicate how some community college faculty members react to many

of the practices now being employed. As a result of the data gleaned

from this practicum, it is recommended that optimum student achievement

can perhaps best be gained from a more moderately innovative approach

in the areas of instruction and curriculum. The best of the traditional

methods should be combined with a limited number of carefully examined

innovative approaches. Such a format appears to be more suitable to the

majority of Broward Community College instructors, at least in the areas

of the social sciences and in communications, rather than the continued

adoption of wholesale innovation, with the consequent phasing out of

traditional methods.
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FACULTY VIEWS ON INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM
AT BROWARD CO1'411,14ITi COLLEGE

Introduction

In recent years, especially, there has been mach controversy

concerning which teaching methods and curriculum formats are most valid

for comanity college students. Many educators point out that since

two-year institutions must accommodate heterogamous student bodies, in.

cludingsnany underprepared and disadvantaged students, radically new

teaching-learning approaches are in order and should even be the "norm."

Some faculty members prefer a more structured approach to teaching --even

including the use of the so-called "learning objectives" concept. Others

claim that underprepared and heterogeneous student populations should be

taught by means of unstructured formats; that this technique appeals to

them more than a structured one, which might tend to "intimidate" stu-

dents. Some insist on constant and radical innovation in the instruc-

tional and curriculum areas. Others argue that a more traditional meth-

odology combined with a quite limited innovative approach is the optimum

procedure. Of course, there are many intermediate viewpoints between

these two extremes.

An article titled "Back to the Basics in the Schools" in a recent

issue of Newsweek points out that innovative teaching techniques have

proliferated in America's schools and colleges at an extraordinary rate

for more than a decade. Says Newsweek:



Bolstered by a surge of public interest in education,
massive infusions of funds for experimentation, and
in particular by the zeal of the reformers, new edu-
cational policies, some excellent, ethers downright
nonsensical were adopted on an almost nationwide
basis... But in the process far too many teachers
just let the basics slide.1

The purpose of this practicum is to ascertain by means of two

questionnalros, one objective and one subjective in nature, just what

Broward Community College faculty members believe are valid and invalid

approaches in the areas of curriculum and instruction.

In recent months, especially, both the popular media and scho-

larly journals have become more critical than ever of the drop in ace..

demic achievement of American students. This deterioration has been

reported from the results of various scholastic aptitude tests given

by such well-known testing organizations as the Educational fisting Ser-

vice (E I5) and the American ColleGe Tbsting Program (ATC). Both of

these agencies report that achievement scores for entering college fresh-

men have dropped every year for the past ten years for a total of more

than 15 percent. Similar results have been reported for the taking

the Florida Twelfth Grade Achievement Tbsts. As a result, students com-

ing tc college are often rat prepared to do college work. Indeed, as

has variously been reported, perhaps a majority of connunity college

students, who usually enter on an "open door" policy, are two or more

years below "grade level" az they enter college,

3lnce irnovative teaching tecnniques in the public schools have

been ubiquitous in the public schools for more than a decade, and have

long been employed in carnunity colleges as well, saw critics are be-



ginning to argue that these methods, whatever their form, may not be the

panacea that their supporters have long claimed them to be. Obviously,

there are many other factors for the present disappointing student

achievement levels in the schools and in community colleges. Still, it

is important to reconsider some of the optimistic pavadses which "change"

was supposed to produce. Obviously, change and innovation are needed

in the curriculum and instruction. It is the degree of change which is

the stunbling block.

Topics to be considered in this practicum will include:

a) dealing with underprepared students

b) programed and individual/243d instruction

c) testing characteristics and formats

d) the use d' educational "hardware"

e) inttructional accountability

f) student evaluations of instructors

g) transfer and career education

h) instructional accountability

i) innovative programs In general

Background and Significance

It is disquieting to read that after five years of"the most

flexible and progressive mdergraduate curriculum to be found in any

major American university today," the program at Brown University 14

now struggling for survival against heavy odds and criticism.2 Reporter

Robert Reinhold explains Brown's difficulty with its innovative curri-

cula: by quoting Brown University student body president John Carusone:



I represent the mainstream of student sentiment in
-seeking career goals and moving may fromintellectual
finger painting. A lot of illusions have been shattered..
there has been a resurgence of realism. People realize
that the world is a competitive place,3

U. S..tiews and World Report likewise reports disillusionment

with scae of the inorwative programs that only a decade ago promised to

bring success to the public school and college classrooms, which in pre-

vious years may Wire been somewhat less than intriguing to some students- -

especially to the "new students."4 Most experimental courses, sometimes

called "finger painting" courses by cynical undergraduates, are reported

to be not nearly so popular as a few years ago. Some of these, critics

say, were "bull sessions" with no specific intellectual merit.5 The

same popular journal reports in another article that today educators the

country over are taking a fresh and often disillusioned look at "new

math" and other innovations that were supposed to revolutionize class-

room learning during the last fifteen years,6 Says U. S. News:

In many cities now expensive teaching machines gathel
dust in storerooms because both students and teachers
are bored with themor becaust; there is no longer s
anyone around to operate and repair chem. All but 10
of 30 regional education laboratories that the federal
government established for testing such new techniques
have been closed in the last few years,7

Yet not all that has been introduced into the curriculum in re-

cent year; should be discarded; indeed, same of it is quite useful.

Mortimer 3m1th, Executive Director of she Council for 3asic Education,

w':-.1ch is hartlly an organization standing for great amounts of innovative

Instruction admits:



'Back to the basics/ or /up the three Ws/ are com-
forting but simplistic battle cries. kr hope is that
we will borrow the best of both worlds and end up chal-
lenging and instructirg students without stifling or
ConfUsing them.8

Many critics of the more liberal persuasion claim that the ac-

quisition of cognitive information is not a major purpose of higher edu-

cation. Mora importantly, as has been pointed out for decades on the

public school level, are the attitudes, interests, skills and interper-

scnal relationships which students may receive from their educational

experience. Many critics who take this position maintain that the stu-

dent would be better served if less emphasis were placed on the so-called

"basics" (reading, writing, mathematics, and study skills) and more were

put on teaching teaching techniques which "attracVstudents to the

"learning Situation." The more "varied" the learning experience, ac-

cording to this argument, the better it is for the studentespecially

for the underprepared student.

Samuel Baskin, President of the American College Union, indicates

that a single college course of cmesemester could employ the following

teaching approaches: independent studies, team teaching, "field" exper-

ience, new instructional spaces, seminar instructional television, com-

puter technology, films, learning centers, telecultures, interdisciplinary

approachesand even others .9 This varied approach may attract many

students, particularly the disinterested or underprepared community

college stu,tent. But it should be remembered that most community college

classes meet only 150 minutes per week. It appears almost physically

inpossible to accomplish all of these media changes and techniques during



the relatively few instructor-student contact hours available and still

manage to_coversufficient_substantivemateria3.--if-that too were an

objective..

Yet John Roueche is perhaps correct when he points out that a
curriculum dictated by tradition makes little sense to the so-called

new students. He refers to a recent session with minority students and

English faculty members at one cam:unity college when the question was

asked:

'Who decided that all students should be required to
learn only that literature written on a small group
of islands off the coast of Western Europe? Why do
we always start each literature course with this
fellow Beowulf? Has anyone in England written arly-
thingsince 1900? Do you honestly expect us to like
this stuff? It has no meaning in our world.10

Roueche points out that non-traditional students need to see

why they are required to learn a particular subject. They seek higher

education because they are looking for particular jobs, which will pro-

duce higher incomes and the benefits of a better life. He also claims

that grading policies and practices should be non-punitive in order that

such students can gain a feeling of success which they may have lacked

previously. Rather than lowering standards, Roueche argues that this

plan would give such students as much time as is necessary to accomplish

the required learning tasks.11

Roueche claims that the use of so- called "learning packages" is

useful, especially for the underprepared disinterested student. These

acKages, ne explains, include a variety of media, ranging from progranred

materials and coordinated presentations to using slides and audio tapes,



and simulation models and games. The argument goes that since different

students learn in different ways, varied teaching-learning strategies

should be available for student selection. This strategy should be ef-

fective in keeping students in schools and colleges and positively

motivated.12

Maw of the above suggestions by Roueche are undoubtedly com-

mendable in same respects. It is possible that some of these apprciches

might help the 4:motivated or underprepared student. Indeed, there are

numerous investigations that appear to indicate beneficial results from

instructional methods such as Roueche's. Ct the other hand, recent evi-

dence points out that many of these innovative ideas, which take competi-

tion out of learning and achievement, and which sometimes stress inno-

vation and accommodation at the expense of cognitive information, have

not brought the happy results which their optimistic advocates had ex-

pected. Dr. Kenneth Clark, the respected Negro social psychologist, is

scathing in his appraisal of what has happened to our schools over the

past decade .13 Says Clark:

Without apology I would say that I am a traditionalist...
Any theory that a student shouldn't be pressurEd, that
he shouldn't be frustrated, imposes on the child the
most horrible form of self-deception.14

The above quotation hardly agrees with Roueche's arguments that

students should not be subject tc punitive grading or that they shr-J1d

be allowed to study at their own (often leisurely) pace. Clark goes on

to say: "Under the guise of protecting and not frustrating the student,

educators use double-talk and alibis to hide the fact that many teachers

simply don't teach."15



Miami Herald columnist Martin L. Gross, who often writes on edu-

cational subject s4 is especially critical of the use of so-called teach-

ing machines .16 He claims that this type of "hardware" has been in use

in many classrooms for over a decade, with generally disappointing re-

sults. Such modern learning techniques, says Gross, were supposed to

revolutionize education and make the old- fashioned methodsand teacher- -

look awkward by concarison. Gross refers to a study made by Er. Philip

D. Smith (among others) of the Learning Research Center of West Chester

State College (Pa.), coordinator of a project to study the effectiveness

of foreign lanrage laboratory systems in Pennsylvania schools. The re-

sults of this and other studies have been most disappointing.17

Still other modern teaching methodologies which promised so much

no longer look so promising, says Dr. Fred T. Wilhelms, Executive Secre-

tary of the National Associatic. of Secondary Principles, who decries the

general failure of the concept of "team teaching," once claimed to be the

acme of modern educational methodology.18 Gross points out that some of

the blame for the above disappointments lies on America's too optimistic

reliance on "systems," even in areas where method may be less important

than a dedicated instructor.19

Yet the above criticisms of score of the innovative teaching tech-

niques of recent years should not be an indictment of other successful

experiments which are now being developed in the schools and colleges.

Cooperative and work-study programs, while not exactly new, are widely

accepted as the best tools for career education; but their spread
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is blocked by child labor liras and scarcity of jobs and union contracts.

The community colleges can do a still better job in preparing young pea.

ple for Jobs by giving them better and more realistic guidance. These

colleges in particular have been offering workers a change in mid-career

so that they are not condemned for life to a bad job .20

Writing in .23g Chronl,cle af Nigher Education, Allen Lacy points

out significantly that oV all the "new" or "innovative" undergraduate

colleges that were establishes in the 19601s, such as Hampshire, New

College, Kirkland, Eisenhower, Stockton State, and others, none have

fully realized the utopian hopes of their founders. All, says Lacy,

"were conceived in optimism and born with high hopes that they would be-

come laboratories of innovation and creativity for the rest of higher

education." Lacy, formerly at Kirkland and presently at innovative

Stockton State, says sadly:

The new colleges have not only failed to reform
Amgrican higher education by their example; they have
also tended swiftly to disappoint the high hopes of
their founders... Those who come to new colleges ex-
pect that the rhetoric will be true, that the goals
and ideas proclaimed in the catalog will be descrip-
tions of what actually goes on, that "Erewhon" will
in fact be relevant, interdisciplinary, student-cen-
tered, communitarian, innovative, or what-have-you:
before long faculty members and students begin to
express their doubts .2l

An editorial in The Chapel Hill (N. C.) Newspaper points out that

it is ridiculouslyeasy these days to graduate from high school, and from

some colleges, "without doing anything more than brushing lightly aepinst

education." It blames educators for their specious argum ents that flunk-

ing those who fail to learn will scar students psychologically by telling
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them they have failed. It also criticizes college faculty timbers who

argue that it is not their responsibility to teach students to read and

write. While the editorial does not blame colleges for the latter prob-

lem, it severely criticizes them "for enrolling semi-illiterates and

graduating them, willy niliy, just as the high schools do."22

Falling academic standards, as indicated above, are more and

more becoming a matter of real concern of responsible public officials

and the public alike. Chancellor Robert Mautz of Florida's university

system has recently told the State Board of Regents that "C" could no

longer be considered the "benchmark" because professors in the state's

universities are handing out too many A's and B's.23 Mautz' report ex-

plains that in Florida's universities more than 50 percent of the students

are getting A's and B's; and that at the state's largest institution, the

University of Florida with 24,000 students, about 60 percent of the stu-

dents are in this category. Mautz says that such academic grade inflation:

misleads parents into thinking that their children are
doing better work than they are. The grading system
is no longer meaningful. Obviowly not 60 percent of
our students are above average.44

In agreement with Mautz is Regent Marshall Criser, saying that in

ells opinion "a B-plus now indicates an average student." He points out

that "students, parents and faculty are ill-served by this kind of soft

?rading and soft thinking." The Mautz report indicates that other fac-

tors tend to contradict any justification for a continuing trend toward

higher grades. It explains that while grades have gone up, students'

performances on most state and national standardized tests, such as the

r



Florida TWelfth Grade 'best and the Educational Testing Serviceexamina-

tions, noted above, have continued to go down. The Report blames the

"soft grading" on a concept of no-failure--"neaning that students are

passed through the (ducational system, despite the fact that they may do

failure work."2?

The Chancellor's report also blames the problem on student eval-

uations of their professors, explaining that some instructors are afraid

to give tough grades because of the evaluations which students might give

them at the end of the murse. After giving several other reasons for

easy grading, Maltz says that he plans to try to get the state's profes-

sors to start using more C's in their grading, although he admits that

professors have the right to grade as they please

The above examples may be some of the reasons why so-called

"quality education" is being threatened. While it is true that grades

in themselves are not the critertaa for good education, inflated grading,

which does not in any way reflect the real achievement of college stu-

dents, is a factor which can threaten academic standards and the quality

of higher education.

Procedures

In order to make this practicum manageable, it was decided to

limit this study to two broad academic areas at Broward Camtunity College

to the Social Sciences Division and to the English- Foreign Languages

Zepartments. TWenty faculty members, ten each from these two academic

areas, completed twowstionnaires concerning their ideas about many of

e,
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the problems discussed above. The first is a ten item objective inStru-

ment, scaled from 1 to 5 to represent degrees of agreement, illomvstrongly

disagree" to "strongly agree." The second questionnaire is made up of

three parts; each of which calls for in-depth, subjective responses.

The respondents were encouraged to use an open-ended and somewhat de-

tailed response to these questions in order that their philosophies of

education migit be included. It was hoped that this plan would contrib-

ute to stronger and more couprehensive findings.

The following is a copy of the two part instilment which was

coupleted by the twenty faculty members participating in this study:

PAM I

thjective Questions

Pill in the correct responses according to your beliefs.

Response Scale:

al agree
5 a strongly agree

1 = strongly disagree
2 = disapree

3 s undecided

1. he primp consideration of many community colleges is to accommodate
the underprepared student.

2. yore innovative programs should be introduced into the community
college.

3. :n recent years community colleges, in their effort to accommodate
the disadvantaged and underprepared student, may have emphasized
accommodation too much and cognitive learning too little.

4. :'any specific liberal arts or general education course requirements
are no longer mandatory at comounity colleges. Is this a good trend?
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5. Student evaluations of their instructors may intimidate the latter.
This may tend to cause academic grade inflation.

6. The state of Ficrida has recently required more instructional ac-
countability. Is this a good trend in general for community college
education?

7. College entrance scores are reported to have deteriorated by more
than 15 percent in recent years. Do you believe this development
should be a matter for serious concern inhhigher education?

8. A fairly structured course is more compatible for my teaching format
than an unstructured one.

9. Do you believe so-called "educational hardware" will take over most
of the duties of the instructor in a few years so that he will be-
come more of a "facilitator for learning" than an instructor as the
term is now understood?

10. The trend of the future in community college education will include
much more individualized instruction, which will allow students to
study at their own rates in most classes.

This ten item instrument is a two dimensional contingency tabu-

latton, which can be seen graphically in the Appendix of this Practicun.

A space preceding each of the ten questions is provided for the numerical

oojecttve responses. A copy of both the objective and subjective sec-

tions of both, parts of the instrument may also be found in the Appendix.

Results and Analysis of the 'ern Ob ective Questions

1. Question No. 1 states tnat the prime consideration of most community
collpms is to accommodate the underprepared student. There were
eight strowly disagree answers of 1, and four disagree responses of
2. No undecided or 3 responses, four agree or 4 answers and two
strongly agree or 5 responses complete the number of answers. These
r:lult:; indicate that the majority of respondents are in disagreement
with thl question. Yet since four agree and two strongly agree, tnerc
i.- a significant minority taking the opposing position. While it is
true that a large percentage of community college students are in the
urderprepared category, the minority viewpoint can be understood.

145
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a significant ndnority believes that
Yet it is somewhau discouraging to reallge that/dealing with the
under prepared student is the major purpose of the community college,
especially when in a state like Florida more than halt of first year
collet students are in cormunity colleges. McpefUlly there are
other equally or perhaps even more inportaa reasons for the exis-
tence of the community college than this one. If not, this fact nay
be a very severe indictment of the public secondary schools in
America.

2. Question No. 2, which states that more innovative programs should
be introduced into the community college, received eight l's and
four 2'3, showing much disagreement. There were two undecided re-
sPonzes (3's), two Os, and three 5's.

Responses for this question show more disagreement than agreement.
Yet two 4's and three 5's indicate that the minority vote is 25 per-
cent. EWt 1 responses and four 2's may indicate that for these
instructors, at least for the tine being, it appears that innovation
in the curriculum and in instruction has gone far enough. Some very
likely believe that digeating new methods and proceiures is more
:moment than adding still morel they undoubtedly we other rea-
30rXt for not opting for more changeas will be noticed in Part II of
the questionnaire. Those supporting innovation obviously have their
cwn reasons later to be answered more fUll,y.

3. question No. 3 states that in recent years community colleges, in
their effort to accommodate the disadvantaged and underprepared stu-
dent, may have eNnhasized accommodation too much and cognitive learn-
inr too little. Ten 5's, or strongly agree responses, clearly indi-
cate that in this area many respondents feel rather certain about their
beliefs. Four 4's add to this position. Yet the single 2 responses
and the three l's show that some teachers still may believe that cog-
nitive learning is only a secondary feature of college work. There
are two 3 or undecided responses.

4. question No. 4 states that many specific general education course re-
luirerants are r longer mandatory at community colleges. It asks
if this is a good trend.

The fact that eight instructors wrote l's and four indicated 2's may
nricw that most faculty members involved in the study are in disagree-
rent with the statement. Only two pAve 5 for their response and
four imlicated 4'n; there were two 3's. It is readily understandable
that foreign language instructors are unhappy that a foreign language
is no lonEer necessary for the A.A. degree. The other faculty mem..
bers responding may believe that their subjects should still be re-
quired courses, especially for students working toward the A.A. degree.
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5. euestion No. 5 states that student evaluations of their inatructors
may intimaeat& the latter, WhiCh may tend to cause academic grade
+r ttLon. ramt respondents e;tve the highest level of agreement

.nis question with 5's. pour more reply with 4's and three write
3's or undecided. Only three strongly disagree an two disagree at
a 2 level. Causes for the rather hill level of disagreement on this
question ray nave resulted from (1) instructors' own knowledge that
their cruese grading is actually bleier than in previous years; (2)
rany recent articles in the popular media stating that this phenom-
enon has occurred both In Florida collet s and in institutions or
hieter education in other states; and (3) a recent study at B.C.C.
whice states that academic grade inflation has indeed occurred there
to recent years.

6. This luustion states that the State of Florida has recently required
more instructional accountability; it then asks if' this is a good
trend in general for community college education.

Responses to this question are ambivalent. Only three reapondents
;die the strongly wee answer of 5, but four wee with lies. AS
rany as five are undecided, with 3's; three disame, writing 2 and
five strongly disagee, with l's. While there has been quite a bit
of new3 coveram on the fact that the State of Florida plans to re.
le.tre nom accountability frail its community colleges in all areas.;
includinpi curriculum and instruction, which basically sounds like
a ,-ncr,. plan, aoro instructors appear to believe that the methods
tze-1 to obtain this information may be wrcyr; that it inavdmply load
to more "red tape" rather than to better education, Increased in.
a,..m.ctlonal loads per instructor have already resulted from state

accountability requirements; acme instructor are not happy about
this tieveloprent, Yet it must be realized that in this time of eco-
nomt: difficulties, "belt tigAtening" in education as in other areas
Is necessary.

7. :41.ention No. 7 states that collem entrance scores are reported to
hAve deteriorated in recent year It asks if this development
shoule be a ratter for serious concern in higher education.

affirrative response to this ciwastior is hilh, with an many as
r, re atron7.14 ameing with 5's. Three more agree with 4's and three
ars- f.h(!ecided, Three dime and only two strongly disagree. The
r-lzr*na for the strew', agreement may have been: (1) hecauae of tne
Lra media and acaderac journal reports that nation-wide testing ser-

v1,1n have repeatedly reported; and (2) perhaps sore instructors have
noticed thin phencrenon to have occurred in their own classes --or in
those of their colleagues.

; )
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8. Guestion No. 8 crates tnat a structural course is more compatible
for one's teaching format than an unstructured one. Seven respon-
dents stronlly ire with 5's and four agree with 4's. Perhaps
the rather lame nmeer of indicates that some instructors agree
but prefer a 'hoderately structured" format. Three disagree with
2'3 and five stron4y disamee with l's. It can be seen that while
rare prefer a structured format, a sizable minority prefer an un-
structured one. This strong negative minority mny represent highly
innovative instructors whd may 11W to alter their teaching strata-
p:ies with the interests and attitudes of their classes. They may
decide to cover a much smaller amount of the prescribed course in
otter to accomodate underprepared or disadvantaged students--"to
play it by ear." There are, or course, both advantages and disad-
vatages to this type of approach.

9. Question No. 9 asks whether ao-called "educational hardware" will
tue over most of the duties a the instructor in a few year so
to ;t ne will become more of a "facilitator for learning" than an
instructor as the term is now understood.

Only three mapondents give a strongly amee 5 answer to this clues.
ttlm and only two urea wits Pour are undecided and wrote 3.
?our disagree with 2's and ei4lt strongly disemee, writing down I's.
Pernars a major reason why twelve answers are in the negative is be-
cause a number of faculty members may have become disillusioned with
sore of tne optimistic promises which certain 'educational hardware"
and innovative tonhniques had promised--promiaes which have not al-
wvs lived up to their expectations. Others my have indicated a
re'tive response because they feel that education should be more than
imselrsonals programed learning. Perhaps they believe that an in-
structer should 'teach'' than simply be a "learning resource" or
"facilitator for learning."

LI. The la.lt objective question states that the trend of the future in
community college education will include much more individualized
instmction, which will allow students to study at their own rate
in most classes.

re3rionc!ents 3tronely wee with thi$ statements recording 5's
al tnelr tianern. Three more agrne- -with fairs, while two are uncle-
clled. Five disagree, writInz, 2'3 and five strongly disapple, with

:0;estion 10 and C..uestion are 3imilar in &Coe respects, but
9 is men stronmr in concept than 10. This may be the

wy -ie.matIon 11 mceived morn favorable response than No. 9.
the resporise3 for No. 11 were fairly evcaidivided. Re-

:;:onlent3 apparently see the pocsibility of more individualized
inntmetion in the future but are less willing to wee that most
o' tals would rely on "educational hardware." This, plus other



strateFles for individualizetion or instruction, apparently, are
more car patible for them than the use of "educational hardware" alone
as the major factor in the individualization of instruction. In any
event, opinion at M.O. apparently differ in this area, even as
they do among critics who write for journals of higher education.

PAM' II

Pasuitsaz... jdAnsisottta....iLesaasqLaAEe...'Ihmnrended Questions

motion No. 1

'!:hat are some of the aljustments made at your comnity college to accom-
modate the underprepared student? Which ones do you believe to be usefUl
and proper? to mascot these adjustments threaten academic standards end
goals?

Pt sponges

a) Adjustments rade in the curriculum and in academic standards at B.C.C.,
an undoubtedly in ratv other community colleges, have been too exten-
sive. This is particularly true of academic standards. Too much con-
sileration has been given to increasing enrollment and lowering sten-
dant to accommodate undenprerared students; not enough to quality
education and to the better students.

b) :r by adjustments in the curr iculum you mean allowinst students a far
ereater latitude in their choices of subjects to fulfill promam ma-
,!orn and rraduation requirements, we have gone too far. The student
w.r.o expects to earn a university parallel A.A. degree should be re-
quirel to We at least a year of English composition, two years of
a foreinl languaee, one year of history, etc. By giving the student
the ccm>te smoreasbord to !..,L:k film, he ends up with a hodee-podge
of ..r.velated subje ts and with no firm foundation in anything. It
13 !,.-...ran nature to choose the easy "rap" subjects We psychology,
alctlory, art, etc. and to avoid the "hard content" courses .-math,
.Ittence, llnzuspes, and history, etc. If a student is not working
f-.r a lmee, let him take what he damn well pleases; but them should
tg aexe standardization of curriculum for degyee students. Purther-
rore, the trend to offer some exotic and esoteric courses at the con-
!n4n1tv coin' M level is ridiculoushod does one specialize before he
nix; an overview of the whole field?

c) C),irrent17, especially in the earrimity college system, instructors are
faced with students who are vastly unlike themselves in that they may
be culturally different, academically underprepared, and not well

41 a
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socialized into the school system. For those students, the majority
of our community college students, standard classroom procedures are
a rmetition of the devices which have proved unsuccessful throughout
their previous twelve years of education. In 1974 in the community
college, with the majority of conmunity college students the only
way tc educate is to create new methods; in other words, to innovate.
Sum adjustments do not threaten academic standards and goals. Since
when Is an education a threat to academic standards? Biased, narrow.
mtnled educators, who only wish to educate those In themselves, ex.
ruse their lack of relationship with the undereducated with the argu-
ment that the wnderorepared "lower the standardS." Not so; if the
underprepad are given a proper background at the con unity college,
they could :71Z the standards. Besides, we are discussing a comk
munity college--not Harvard.

d) The curriculum.; cosigned to reach macro day concerns are applicable
to stuUents' interests. They are flexible and vary extensively.
his is difficult to incorporatepbut if the instructor is innovative,
tea:, new design is ideal.

e) tt to a t\nction or the community college to provide opportunity to
people witn a minim= of financial risk. This is fine as long aa
tt loen not result in the lowering of standards to remain in college.
:11:1.1ministration is pushtn the notion of retaining as many students
w possible in order to keep state financial support high. This re.
Sults in the laaerin7 of stand arda to remain in college. The.effect
13 not :loOd on the student, on the taxpayer, or on the professional
standard:4 of the hiMer education profession.

f) rici,!,ztmont:; rose at B.C.C. include SPANS and various other pro-
rrinv. to accomodate the uncle:prepared. This is a community college

find th,,z ^:u ,t meet the needs of our community. These needs are
not always academic. Often courses don't cover the material they are
s.4.nozed to--or go along with "standards." This does not matter
anywa./.

;) : tnat ssme of the adjustmentn in curriculum for "new students"
-,ez : define an culturally denrIved) are excellent. However, any

lowering of academic standard; : find deplorable. The roals of the
ff:rrninity seem to differ now from what they were ten or rove
7,-'4113 aro; i.e., the curricula being "post high school agp" regard-
:els of whether the student wants professional, academic, technical,
or enrichment courses.

h, Ih.ltructisn in tne corm:114 wilegp must meet the needs of the stu-
lphtn. This reahs a reduction of the past hig'reer acaaemic levels as

aellities have declined. Contemporary methods and teaching
mesa must be utilized to stimulate the students' learning process.
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::very possible system must now be altered and regeared to match the
incomim student. A new challenge greets education: to expand and
to function not as a conservative institution but one of communica-
tion with students who need assistance. The classroom will no
lonrer suffice for each and every student. New emphasis must be
placed on a closer teacher-student relationship if these now students
are to be encouraged to continue in higher education. Study dds of
all types and descriptions must be use.. The lecture approach must
be reoriented with more interesting discussions developed on a ques-
tion and answer approach. Bend to net the students, or education
will become a babysitting service even an the junior college level.

i) USe of reading and writing labs would possibly help; also, perhaps
a semester of non-credit preparatory work. Otherwise, remedial work
could better be done by hign schools or some other type of institution.

j) Education has become a business, and success is now equated to numbers
of students and not tocpality education. Students in the grammar
schools are passed without mastering the three R's, and over half of
so-called college students are functional illiterates. I cannot
imagine a worse educational system in the western world than than now
in the United States. We must turn back the clock and teach fUnda-
mentals and hold students to a proper level of accomplishment. "In-
novation" started in the 1940's began the decline of education, and
this fact can easily be established.

;analysis of to Question No. I

The above comments shoo; a wide spectrum or how social science and

communicationa instructors at the Central Campus of aroward C.ormunity

Colleiro react to the question of accommodating underprepared students.

While it i3 true that every means should be employed to help improve

these students' academic abilities and achievement, there probably

In a :tat to how =oh commnity colleges can do for many of these

students, no matter ...hat methods are used to achieve this aim. The

past ten to fifteen years and more have seen inntaerable innovative

teacning approaches used on unmotivated and underprepared students;

yet too often, perhaps, the results have been disappointing. In the
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public schools innovative instructional methods have been ubiquitous

for an even longer period of time, with often equally limited results.

While it is true that there have been myriad factors at work in

recent years to hamper academic achievement, and innovative teaching

techniques cannot overcome many of these, it perhaps must be admitted

that a great deal of mcney and effort have been expended in the name

of "change;' resulting in less than expected gains. Many critics

who push for still more innovation often blame the limited gains so

far on the fact that many innovative procedures have been improperly

put into effectand perhaps so. While it is undoubtedly true that

sore new teaching techniques have yielded limited successm)it is also

just as likely that far more have been a dismal failure. The fact

remains that Florida, paelfth Grade Test scores continue to decline,

as do similar standardized test scores elsewhereas already noted .

above. Optima: results, of course, will be achieved when the best

of traditional methods are employed together with carefully developed

newer techniques. But such gains will not be reached by wholesale

adoption of innovative techniques which often prove to be will-of-the

wisps instead of panaceas.

'mile several of the responses to Subjective Question No. 1

:r aw? supported more innovative teaching techniques and curriculums,

a still larger grsup shows negative reactions. The final answer to

this controversial topic is still not resolved among the critics.

Yet for the majority of those instructors at B.C.C. responding to

this question there still remains, after many years of experience,

a ',mat deaf doubt and skepticism.

1.9 NINO
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A
Question No. 2

Comment on the practice of academic grade inflation (instructors =ding
students hiFher than their work warrants) which is reported in the popu-
lar media and in education journals in recent years. Do you believe this
has indeed occurred? If so, what are some of the reasons for this phe-
nomenon? Is the recently ubiquitous practice of students' evaluating
their instructors one of these reasons? Comment.

Responses

a) Academic grade inflation is definitely with us, This is largely due
to pressure on instructors from administrators who are primarily in-
terested in swelling enrollments. Further; our present day society
seers brainwashed with the idea that everyone should Pave a college
education, regardless of his interests or abilities. It has been
proven repeatedly that the majority of the students evaluate the in-
structor by horn well they individually are doing in that instructor's
class. As a result, many instructors engage in a popularity contest
with their colleagues in order to obtain a high evaluation, with the
detrimental outcome of reduced academic standards and the giving of
Inflated grades.

b) Students are in college now who should not be there. The courses are
atered down" and grades are adjusted accordingly. The process par-
tially stems from the fact that this is then.V.,audio-visual student"
who has not been taught to read and write, thus hampering the learning-
process. Student evaluations of their instructors also play apart
in academic grade inflation.

c) I do not believe academic grade inflation has occurred here. Some
institutions have always done this but they have been matched by
teachers who have always graded too hard. I am 100 percent in favor
of teacher evaluations (by students-ed.). Cr course, the format can
always be improved, but I am not a specialist in this area. Perhaps
more questions.

d) I am not sure if I have seen it (academic grade inflation) at B.C.C.
But the latest force encouraging it is the pernicious practice of
students evaluating faculty by administrative edict. Students will
always evaluate instructors, and teachers should be interested in
the students' apiniona. However, this should be of no value to the
administration.

e) It is unfortunate, but academic grade inflation has occurred even at
the best of universities. I don't know why this has occurredcompe-
tition for students is only part of the answer. Good universities
still have more applicants than openings. At community colleges

7 6
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like 3.C.C. I believe student evaluations of instructors, and the
concept that "no student shall fail" etc. are responsible to some
extent.

f) Acalemic grade inflation has been a serious matter since the mid-
sixties. I nave read a number of articles pointing this problem
out and agree with them. I believe this was brought about by the
failure of administrators to take positive action during a period of
civil unrest. Many professors have been forced to maintain student
appeal for job security reasons.

g) I do not believe them naJ been much academic grade inflation. Even
if there has been, it does not matter. The main job in community
college teaching is to try to interest students in a field rather
than to require high standards or factual knowledge. Most students
won't go to graduate school anyway.

h) Instructors are increasingly in competition behold" their students.
Yary more courses are now electives rather than required. So give
A's and B's and keep 'em. Student evaluations of their teachers
has a definite effect on academic grade inflation.

i) If it (academic grade inflation) has occurred, it doesn't bother me.
I find it worthwhile to stress a student's achievements. It is a
bit difficult, I am sure, for graduate ethools to evaluate products
of academic grade inflation, but they always have the G.R.E.

j) I do think academic grade inflation has occurred at B.C.C. and else-
where. I attribute it largely to the mandate handed down to teachers
not to fail students. Like many things, this too will soon 'ass.

k) I do not believe that there has been academic grade inflation. The
rass media aml, thereby, an increase in students' background know-
ledge 4ve us better students. Too much is attempted to be :. earned
in the classroom anyway. A test cannot test or replace that Cthis
statement apparently means that classroom tests cannot test what
should be learned olitside the classroom --ed.)

Analysis of Responses to Question No. 2

Most of the above responses generally appear to deplore the

academic grade inflation that has occurred in recent years, not only

in two year but also in four year institutions. TWo of the re-

spondents, and to scat: extent a third, are not concerned about the
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phenomenon, and even appear to be unaware of it--even though it has often

been reported in the media and elsewhere. While several respondents point

out that the recently popular practice of students' formally evaluating

their instructors, which has become widespread at approximately the same

time when academic grade inflation developed, the majority seem to agree

that grade inflation may be the result of a number of factors. One of

this writer's previous practicum reports, submitted to and approved by

Nova University, "Academic Grade Inflation at Broward Community College,"

presents statistics which indica.? that the percentage of A's given by

all B.C.C. instructors in Term I of 1963-1964 was 8.7%; B's, 20.8%; Vs,

26.2%; D's, 11.3%; and F's, 8.1%. By contrast, for Term I of 1973-1974,

18.89% of all grades were A's; 23.43% were B's; and 18.34% were C's;

4.31%, D's, and 3.n%, F's.28 Yet it must again be pointed out that acam

demac grade inflation is a phenomenon in bleier education in general

rather than in community colleges alone. To argue, as one of the above

respondents does, that "grades don't matteiranyway," and that "most stu-

dents won't go to graduate or professional schools anyway," seems to beg

the question. To indicate that a student is doing honors work when in

reality he may be doing marginal work is a questionable practice.

Question No. 3

,74 you believe that there has been a..1 overusa of the all-objective testing
format In Broward Community College classroom examinations? Should stu-
dents oe required to take more subjectiw or combination-type tests (ob-
jective-subjective) in order to gain some ability in organizing and writing
skills under test conditions? Comment.

P



I Anal. is of to Question No 3

a) Yes indeed. How are English instructors supposed to convince tneir
students of the need to develop proper writing skills when almost no
other instructors require a demonstration of such skills? "Writing
it down" makes one think more clearly, avoid sloppy wording and vague
generalities, az well as false conclusions (so that the instructor
can correct it). I observe that mazy (perhaps a majority) cannot spell,
reflase to use the dictionary, have only a vague notion about proper
punctuation, even capitalization.

b) No. The few essay type tests which a teacher can evaluate do not give
each student enough practice in organization to do any good at this
level. Unless students spend run time on writing, they would never
cecome good writers--and then, would they learn anything they don't
already know?

c) Yes. More writing and substantial evaluation of the ability to express
oneself, and smaller sections to make this feasible.

d) No. Mo3t cormunity college students can't write or express themselves
on parer anyway. So why spend hours making corrections on exam papers
which they don't bother to read? If they haven't learned to spell and
punctuate in high school, they won't learn it in calm. Too many
paners to read.

e) Writirm and organizing skills are becoming more and more neglected,
unfortunately. An ultimate concept of this trend will envision "push
button graduates:"

f) Them. is no doubt but What students need to express themselves through
writing responses under pressure. The objective test gives no indica-
tion of a student's ability in this direction, nor does it give him
an; nractical experience in writing. A big weakness in our educa-
tional system today is the lack of preparation in these fundamentals
in the students' pre-college years. Nest instructors here uaa objec-
tive tests only.

g) The te3t alone is not a true measure of one's knowledge. I
tellevr, swe written work shoullbe required. This is particularly
trip If the st,Adent has not reaened the level where ne can read and
write the language with acre facility. Recognition ability, which
13 r.!qi..ired on objective tests, does not indicate that a student can
en.:1att an answereven briefly. We have become slaves to the comp.
;,.:1-,er and to the easiest and quickest way out.

students tell re that the only writing they have done at B.C.C. is
In the 1.1ng4sh class. All other testing is objective. DEPLORABLE:
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Summary and Reconnendations

The above responses give a graphic picture of sow of the problems

which exist at Broward Community College in particular and at many other

two year institutions as well. The three topics considered in the sub-

jective part of the instrument produced all shades of responses--from

one extreme to the other. While ammo respondents speak out for more in-

novative programs and are not especially concerned with reports of de-

clining achievement scores and writing skills, which appear to be going

hand in hand with academic grade inflation, considerably more are very

much concerned with these problems.

It is worth noting that %bile several instructors who deplore the

fact that most classroom testing at Broward is done by objective formats

only, these very instructors themselves employ these formats virtually

to the exclusion of any others. This phenomenon may occur for several

reasons. Ore is that these instructors may feel that since most of the

other faculty =tem in their areas, at least, don't bother to put in

hours of work grading subjective -type tests, why should they do so? Also

the adminstration at B.C.C. has apparently never suggested to the faculty

that completely objective testing is a disservice to the students. Rar-

ther, students in general repeatedly express their dislike for taking

written or "blue book" tests, and they criticize the few instructors who

occasionally require them to do 30. This criticism is probably because

the students theucelves recomize their limited ability in writing such

tests; also they appear to very ouch dislike the effort involved in writ-

ing. Mary of the students claim they prefer to take their chances with

0
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"putting dots on computer cards" and to "go along with the curve" (grade

curve). Classroom testing should be of amore varied type than the all

objective ones for optinun results; the more traditional subjective type

test is still usefUl.

An editorial in Cnange magazine, "Revitalizing Undergraduate

Education," says:

one must, therefore, be particularly diligent,
in this time of bandwagon reform and easy enthusiasms
for nontraditional patterns of learning, to look at
each case with special discrimination, and not to
think that any change is necessarily a genuine step
forward. Desperation, whether institutional or per -
sonal, can lead to interesting new styles, but it can
also lead to curious forms of grand self - delusion.
resing student enrollments, and even outside financial
support, may well follow installation of new forms,
Out will rarely attract them Oren such things are
tried fraudulently.0

Change is certainly a necessary ingredient for education if edu-

cation is to be meaningfUl, relevant and timely. Yet according to Collins

W. Burnett, change, which iriay be the only constant factor in life, has

too often become a panacea for solving many of our problems." He claims

that frequently in higher education change may be no better, or even less

effective, than a plan or an idea that was replaced. Says Burnett:

The concept of open admissions may be a part of
prezent egalitarian philosophy, lent without a massive
outlay of resources to provide for program options and
remdial services in counseling, English composition,
reading, mathematics, and study skills, the effort may
be dishonest, autocratic, and frustrating to many stum

Cents.31
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Some of the major issues to be resolved pertinent to this practicum

have involved such questions as what are really good teaching strategies

and curriculums, and what are suitable acasemic standards and methods of

accountability? While a consensus of responses was not achieved in the

present study, of course, the majority of B.C.C. instructors appear to opt

for moderate changp if that change or innovation does not exclude "basic"

or "fundamental" education. The implications and significance of a study

such as this one are evident, althou the size of the sample involved is

1.i ted. Faculty members ordinarily are in a position to observe and to

evaluate the student body more carefully than almost anyone else on the

college staff. It is in the classroom that the primary Auction between

the institution and the students takes place. To learn, haw faculty mem

tors react to the major curriculum issues with which they will be con-

fronted Ln this inquiry is to find out much about students, faculty, staff;

and comrunity collegg education in general. It is important to learn, how

a sarplo of thf! faculty reacts to many of the above issues, and the degree

to which innovational and traditional approaches are favored.

The findinps of this study could be made known to the board of

trustees) administration, and staff of the college--as well as to the en.

tlre faculty itself. An Irproved faculty development program, iglt be

me result of the study. This might serve to inform the administration

as to wnat dewree both traditional and innovative teaching techniques are

u:..ed and the reaction of faculty member.; (at least in two broad

arcaL) to tnem. The above findinpA might encourage two or three interested

faculty ;neuters to develop especially designed innovative methods an an

est jo
#.4
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experirental basis, the results of which could be compared with their own

teaching methods.

Instructors have usually argued that grading large numbers of

written examinations is too time consuming. This problem could be re*

solved if perhaps two of four or course examinations were all objec-

tive in nature. The other two might be half objective and half sub;ective.

Even if an instructor had as manras 150 students in his classes, he could

still rather conveniently grade the subjective half of two tests. This

would probably be less time consuming than that needed by university pro-

fessors who may have fewer student papers to grade but who usually grade

tests which are completely of the "blue book" or written type.

instructors, guidance counsellors, and others could benefit (rota

this investigation by learning how a limited sample of the faculty at

their institution reacts to various instructional techniques and curri-

culums. It would not be necessary for the names of the respondents to be

disclosed, of course. Nevertheless, instructors would be able to ascer-

tain where they stood on the above issues compared with other members

of the faculty.

7ne results of this investigation could point the way to further

studies which might be made on a much Larger scale. For example, if an

investigation were trade involving all of the community colleges and their

entire faculties in a single state such as Florida, more definite findingp

could result. in fact, the present writer plans to do a larger studz,

with more "open-ended" questions involving at least five con:unity collegps.
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such a study could indicate in a mere comprehensive fashion to what extent

new instructional techniques are being used and has well they are succeed-

ing -at least from a faculty viewpoint.

Relatively few of the above responses are critical of innovation

in itself. Indeed, so-called "academic hardaare," if not overused, and

Moro flexible teaching techniques can produce good results.. -even if they

do not manage to solve seny of the pedagogic problems which their most avid

sponsors claim for them. Such techniques, together with more traditional

methods, can combine for abetter teaching situation. It was Edmund

Burke who once said that the best of the traditional should be united

with the best of the new to make for the optimal forma government.

But many revolutionary teaching techniques Which have been developed in

the past decade have too often not lived up to their expectations. For

example, the overuse or "hardware" has resulted in many millions of dol-

lars worth of equipment rusting in school closets and basements all over

the country. Simply to are that new conditions and new times demand

naw teaching techniques has too often brought about a worse rather than

an improved situation.

The above data and responses indicate that innovative teaching

methcdn can be helpful so long as they demand suostantive learning. They

mat not oe used simply to amuse, entertain or allow students to think

they are learning when they really are not as is too often the case.

Carcurity colleges should continue to encourage all students to attend

no can really benefit from such attendance. The danger for community
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collets is that they too often allow academic standards to be drasti-

cally lowered as a result of the innitution3' zeal to "acconitiodato" all
students, whatever their academic potential, interest in learningoor

willingness to study, so-called car amity college philosophy notwith-

standing. towered standards combined with contrived "successnal" achieve-

cunt in the long run do not "encourage" a student to better performance

(as sow educators appear to contend). :slaking classes entertaining but

academleall,y unchallenging simply to increase a college's enrollment

and "holding power" will eventually bring the student and the college

little tomtit and :mach ham.

all e above suggestions would still =nap to accommodate

student differences, disadvantaged and underprepared students, and

moderate in' ovation in teaching techniques. Certalay the knowledge ex-

plcsion of recent years calls for additions and deletions in the curric-
ulum. Yet this fact should not be an excuse for introducing the many

dubious innovative teaching techniques and curriculums now so prevalent

in education, which have for too long taken refuge under the tem inno-

vation.

in conclusion, it shottld be stated that perhaps no mount of re-

search, however carefully or exhaustively performed, will drastically

change everyone's philosophy of education. Some instructors prefer using

teacrang mthods and techniques whirl. they believe have succeeded for

them, although few are so %Awed in their thinking that they will not

consider others. All faculty members should not employ the same rethods,
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whether traditional or innovative. Students should be allowed to ex-

erience various Approaches to instruction and to alternative curriculums.

It it is hoped that the findings to be derived tram this study mAy be-

come a usefu l guide for anyone interested in connynity college teaching

today.

'4;
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APPENDIX

Part I

objective Questions

Response Scale:

1 = strongly disagree 4 agree

2 = disagree 5 strongly agree

3 a undecided

Place the appropriate number beside each question in the indicated space.

1. The prime consideration of most community colleges should be to accom-
modate the underprepared student.

2. More innovative programs should be introduced into the comunity college.

3. In recent years community colleges, in their effort to accommodate the
disadvantaged and underprepared student, may have emphasizei accommoda-
tion too much and cognitive learning too little.

4, Marty specific liberal arts or general education course requirements
are no longer mandatory at community colleges. Is this a good trend?

5. Student evaluations of their instructor may intimidate the latter.
This may tend to cause academic grade inflation.

6. The State of Florida has recently required more instructional account-
ability. Is this a good trend in general for community college educa-
tion?

7. College entrance scores are reported to have deteriorated by more than
15 percent in recent years. Do you believe this development should
be a matter for serious concern in higher education?

8. A structured course is more compatible for my teaching format than an
unstructured one.

9. Do you believe so-called "educational hardware" will take over most of
the duties of the instructor in a few years so that he will become
more of a "facilitator for learning" than an instructor as the term

is now understood?

10. The trend of the future in comunity college education will include
much more individualized instruction, which will allow students to
study at their own rate in most classes.
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APPENDIX

Part II

Structured Interview Questions

Respond in sane detail to the following questions cn separate sheets of
paper.

1. Do you believe the use of the College Educational Program (CIEP)
test, which often allows a student to preempt a course if he scores
at least in the 50th percentile, is a proper substitute for taking
a course? Should the percentile requirement for passing be higher?
Should some subjective or written responses also be mandatory as
well as the objective ones now required?

2. Comment on the use of individualized instructional formats (study
at your own rate, etc.) for classroom learning? What do you think
of learning objectives and behavioral objectives systems as an in-
structional format? What experience, if any, have you had with
them?

3. What arm some of the adjustments made at you community college to
accomodate the underprepared student? Whit; ones do you believe
are useful and proper? Do any of these adjustments threaten aca.
dodo standards or goals?

4. Comment on the use of the lecture and class discussion i!1 the
community college classroom. To what extent do you use each and
why?

5. Do you believe that there has been an overuse of the all-objective
test format in classroom tests? Should students be required to take
more subjective or combination-type tests (objective-subjective) in
order to gain some experience in writing and organizing skills under
test conditions?

6. Comment on the practice of "academic grade inflation" (instructors
P7ading students higher than their work warrants), which is reported
to have occurred in recent years. Do you believe this has occurred?
If so, what are some of the reasons why this may have occurred?

7. Comment on the practice of student evaluations of their instructors.
To what degree do you support this? Does the format reed to be im-

proved? If so, how?
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8. Do you believe that the cormunity college races tov strenuous an
effort to recruit underprepared students? Explain.

9. Do you believe that there has been a recent trend towards more
career education and less emphasis on general education at the
coarunity college? If so, is this a healthy trend? Omment.
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APPEMIX

Part III

Graphic Representation of the Objective Responses to Part II of the Ques-
tionnaire.

Instructors 1 - 20

1 strongly disagree
2 disagree
3 * undecided

4 agree

5 strongly agree
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